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1

MISSION AND GOALS OF THE GREEN DEAL DATA SPACE

The European Commission renewed its commitment to tackle climate and environmental-related
challenges. The European Green Deal has the ambition to address these challenges. It integrates a growth
strategy while aiming to protect, conserve and enhance the EU's natural capital, and protect the health and wellbeing of citizens from environment-related risks and impacts.
The Green Deal Dataspace positions itself as an enabler to rethink policies for clean energy supply across the
economy, industry, production and consumption, large-scale infrastructure, transport, food and agriculture,
construction, taxation, and social benefits. It will also provide support to increase the value given to protecting
and restoring natural ecosystems, to the sustainable use of resources and to improving human health.
The scope of the Green Deal working group is broad as it concerns all sectors of the economy, encompasses
several sub-themes and can take various forms such as supporting innovation in industry, improving the energy
efficiency of buildings, investing in environmentally friendly technologies and equipment or optimizing urban
transport. Addressing the European Green Deal issues, the working group reflection is broken down into several
sub-themes that have been identified by the French Ministry of Ecology: Environmental-Health, Energy and
Energy Efficiency, Circular Economy, Building and Sustainable City, Transport and Mobility, Industrial
Decarbonisation, Risk Prevention, Biodiversity and Ecosystems, Agriculture and Digital Sobriety.

Data, its sharing and pooling, as well as inter-company collaboration around data within a secured and trusted
digital ecosystem, is part of the answer to the Green deal challenges. It is necessary to have clear rules leading
to a trusted and secured digital ecosystem, based on existing solutions, but giving data owners a full control.
That is, to:
- depend on a European jurisdiction
- decide on data location
- decide who can process data, and for what purposes.
Indeed, the Green deal data space expect strong benefits and tangible outcomes from the creation of the
Gaia X ecosystem, and actively support the emergence of federated service & data platforms. We see Gaia X
as a European-wide accelerator of innovation, scaling up open innovation and co-construction by providing
secured data sharing and artificial intelligence services at scale, in a compliant and secured way.
The Green Deal working group fits within the GAIA-X's vision of developing a trusted European cloud market,
respectful of the European Union's common values (openness, interoperability between clouds, transparency of
the technical and contractual characteristics of tenders, trust, reversibility of infrastructures, portability of
applications and services) driven by European players and focused on meeting the needs of enterprises and
public administrations using cloud solutions and services.
Through an approach focused on user’s needs, the working group aims to raise awareness of Gaia-X and to
develop the involvement of French companies and experts, to federate players in ecosystems or cross-cutting
areas in order to carry out use cases and actions [which are consistent with the national and European funding
opportunities].
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2

PRESENTATION OF THE GREEN DEAL WORKSHOP’S APPROACH

During this three-month period, the user perspective has been represented by many private and public actors,
including operators from the Ministry of Ecology with the aim of addressing issues in terms of public policy and
thus complement the field vision of users and suppliers of data and cloud solutions. To do so, the working group
has brought together the participants in a collective intelligence process to identify synergies and relevant use
cases to make data a gas pedal of the ecological transition, in a secure and trusted environment. These
collaborative sessions’ goal was to identify, analyse, and evaluate use cases regarding the use of data and cloud
solutions, for the purpose of consolidating requirements towards Gaia-X (in terms of data storage, data sharing,
AI solutions etc.). Furthermore, the group’s work transversality implies the coordination with other related
working groups - such as Industry, Mobility, Health and Agriculture - in order to identify potential synergies and
collaborations.
In the coming months, the working group's work will focus on a solution-oriented reflection phase. This reflection
will allow the refinement of the use cases with the concerned and involved actors, to reflect collaboratively on
the implementation of solutions to address the selected use cases and thus contribute to the definition and
construction of the Gaia-X infrastructure. During this second phase, the reflections will be carried out with the
participants of the Green Deal working group - and related French working groups - but also at the European
level, with the data spaces addressing the European green deal issues (e.g.: circular economy working group in
Germany and Slovenia).
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3

IDENTIFIED USE CASES

PRIORITISATION TIMELINE
The Use cases have been prioritized according to:
-

The availably of the data needed,
The impact of the use case,
The identification of partnerships and future stakeholders

Short-term Use Cases - 2021-2023:
-

-

-

(2) Providing organisation with data cloud-based services giving them the opportunity to monitor their
overuse of energy and impact
(3) Create a label for Cloud providers
(4) Develop a referential and common labels on environmental impact of digital. Anticipate all
granularity levels from computers to servers including cooling systems
(6) Improve products recycling measurements: take into account the origin of recycled product, know
the real capacity to recycle and level of loss in the process and the environment cost of recycling
process
(9) Developing data & AI cloud-based services to encourage organisations to
monitor their employees' compute travels
(10) Developing a digital platform which plans a journey based on
the carbon emitted and using all available opportunities (charging stations, self-service bicycles and
cars, peripheral car parks, tramway and public transport)
(11) Improving the data basis for green policy decisions, through the optimisation of the information
base for green deal policy (improve the empirical data basis) and the use of AI

Long-term Uses Cases - 2023-2025:
-

-
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(1) Reduction of the environmental impact of digital products at the design stage (by design)
(5) Use IoT together with decarbonation of energy sources, electrification, energy efficiency as well as
re-use energy produced (heat, mechanical energy ...) to improve energy impact and greenhouse gas
emission of commercial and industrial companies
(7) Developing a ‘Yuka-like’ carbon score, measuring the life cycle of a product and its impact on
biodiversity
(8) Creating an open database focused on communication about green hydrogen metrics
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1.

Digital Sobriety – Reduction of the environmental impact of digital products at the design stage
(by design)

2.

Digital Sobriety – Create a label for Cloud providers
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3.

Digital Responsibility – Develop a referential and common labels on environmental impact of
digital. Anticipate all granularity levels from computers to servers including cooling systems

4.

Industry decarbonation – Use IoT together with decarbonation of energy sources, electrification,
energy efficiency as well as re-use energy produced (heat, mechanical energy, ..) to improve
energy impact and greenhouse gas emission of commercial and industrial companies
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5.

Digital Sobriety – Providing organisation with data cloud-based services giving them the
opportunity to monitor their overuse of energy and impact

6.

Circular Economy – Improve products recycling measurements: take into account the origine of
recycled product, know the real capacity to recycle and level of loss in the process and the
environment cost of recycling process
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7.

Energy – Creating an open database focused on communication about green hydrogen metrics

8.

Mobility – Developing data & AI cloud-based services to encourage organisations to
monitor their employees' compute travels.
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9.

Mobility – Developing a digital platform which plans a journey based on
the carbon emitted and using all available opportunities (charging stations, self-service bicycles
and cars, peripheral car parks, tramway and public transport)…

10. Multi-sector – Improving the data basis for green policy decisions, through the optimisation of
the information base for green deal policy (improve the empirical data basis) and the use of AI
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11. Multi-sector – Developing a ‘Yuka-like’ carbon score, measuring the life cycle of a product and its
impact on biodiversity
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Other Use Cases to be developed:

12. Facilitating the consolidation and supervision of data related to urban services (street lighting,
air quality, safety)
13. Anticipating grid reliability by monitoring trends in mix change (renewable/non-renewable)

14. Designing European frameworks for the interchange of multimodal data in order to facilitate
their inter-operability
15. Defining a governance for the data generated by connected cars

16. Using climate predictions to assess energy production
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4

CHALLENGES TO BE ADRESSED AND IDENTIFIED REQUIRED ENABLERS

To guarantee the development of the use cases, we expect from Gaia-X to ensure its strategy enabling access to
aggregated, federated, and interoperable trusted cloud services, data spaces and AI services through the setting
of common policy rules that will ensure data and services protection, interoperability, and portability.
A challenge that the Green Deal data space will have to face is to ensure the most valuable collaboration with
other data spaces. Connectivity, data flows and governance will have to be secured and integrated in the strategy
of the sovereign hub, as most of the use cases related to Green Deal are inevitably and strongly linked with the
different sectors. We expect the Gaia-X consortium to take the highly transversal aspect of the Green Deal data
space into consideration.
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5

GREEN DEAL DATA SPACE’S POSITION REGARDING OTHER GAIA-X DATA SPACES

The eminently cross-cutting nature of the issues it covers makes the working group very specific. The connections
between dataspaces will have to be considered in the development of use cases in parallel with the platform. As
an illustration, we can mention a project about the wave exposure consequences, on which the French Culture
& Creative Industry working group is developing, that fits in the Green Deal dimension “Health and Environment”.
Likewise, the French Finance working group has dedicated a team to sustainable issues. The French Agriculture
working has been working with the Gaia-X on data accessibility.
Thus, sessions at national hub level have been organised, and it has been established that a clear comitology will
be put in place, to be able to formalise rules, share transversal insights, some use cases’ maturity and arbitration
on the owner of a given project. Indeed, the philosophy of the Green Deal working group is not to be too collegial
in the organisation of the work, but to adapt in a pragmatic way to move forward in an efficient way the projects
that have the most value for Europeans. In this way, arbitration on the Green Deal leadership regarding new
project will be done on case-by-case basis, after considering all the factors (available experts, financial resources,
maturity of teams’ competencies, ecosystem…) and after consulting other working groups of the French Gaia-X
hub.
Finally, the Green Deal working group expects a great collaboration with the Gaia-X Policy Rules team, regarding
the regulatory, governance and harmonisation issues, up to the technical completion of projects.
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6

IDENTIFIED NEXT STEPS

We have outlined below the identified next steps in the short and medium-term:
• Defining and refining main use cases for products and services around data, which will be
validated by the executives and business of the members of this endeavour
• Enlarging the working group to partners which are willing to contribute to the development of
use cases.
• Assigning a project leader for each use case identified
• Securing access to funds and governance with other dataspaces
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